Never
Compromise
on Security

ISOLATED
INDESTRUCTIBLE
IMPENETRABLE

Businesses must do
more when it comes
to data protection

Security breaches
have increased by 67%
over a 5 year period
Accenture’s Global Survey

Into the
Granite Mountain
When it comes to disaster preparedness
and continuity of operations, the formidable
granite mountain that houses the Perpetual
Storage, Inc. (PSI) facility is more than a highly
innovative storage solution for our clients’
mission critical data; it’s a rare and naturally
perfect repository.
The facility was built to exceed specifications
of the Department of Defense (DoD) and
American National Standard Institute (ANSI)
for the protection of vital records. We’ve
attended to every detail with great care.

In today’s high threat environment, companies
must be prepared for the likelihood that they
will experience a breach or data loss event in
the future. Damage related to cybercrime is
projected to hit $6 trillion annually by 2021.
As data grows exponentially, so does the
number of breaches and threats from internal
and external sources. Are you prepared?

We are
different
Unlike urban facilities or repurposed
underground mines, our unique location and
security-focused protocol make us one of the
most secure facilities in the world.
•

Data is safe from nearly all natural and manmade disasters including:
•
•

Earthquake | Flood
Fire | Extreme Weather

•

Multiple layers of security

•

Redundant and diversely routed systems

•

Armed security team

•

Protected from an electromagnetic pulse
(EMP) attack

•

Exceeds DoD and ANSI standards

Security focused
solutions
Our Service Offering
Off-Site Storage

Digital and Microform Records

Courier Service

Immediate Retrieval and Delivery

Granite Cloud
Private Cloud

BAAS

Backup-as-a-Service for
Active Business Data

IDT

Cloud to Offline Service for
Regulatory Compliance and
Historical Data

The world-class security offered by PSI
begins with our location which is virtually
undetectable from the outside, but that’s
far from where it ends. We’ve taken every
precaution and left no stone unturned to
ensure that your irreplaceable data will
remain safe on our watch.
We’ve adopted a Zero Trust Model and treat
every transaction, movement, or iteration of
data as suspicious. From physical structure
to the networked racks, each component is
designed with this in mind.
At Perpetual Storage, we help you take the
proactive steps necessary to ensure your data
is safe and secure before a breach, outage,
or incident occurs. Our portfolio of services
and products have been developed to work
hand in hand to protect and optimize your
organization’s data storage strategy.

800.753.2200
PerpetualStorage.com
Info@PerpetualStorage.com
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